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Healthy, Happy Skin Starts HereWhy Guess?

Discover the No. 1 quick and simple
genetic testing solution for skincare.

Yudoyu® uncovers the most accurate genetic information
available, gaining insight into skin health risks

and the best steps to improve your skin’s future.

Yudoyu® allows skincare 
professionals to advance
beyond the one-size-fits-all 
skincare recommendations.

The Yudoyu® Skincare 
DNA Test gives insights 
about how to best care
for current skin concerns 
and prevent future damage 
by applying measures 
best suited to you! 

No more wasting time 
and costs on products 
and treatments that 
are not right for your 
unique skin.

p: 847-340-8307  |  e: hello@yudoyu.com  |  web: yudoyu.com

The statements contained in this literature are not intended, and should 
not be used to diagnose or treat any disease or medical condition.
Visit our website to read our privacy statement.



“Yudoyu® provides a better road map to solving skin 
problems. The answers to the why and how for our 

skin start with understanding its biology.”
~ Sejal Patel, Pharm MD, Founder Plantkos®

Taking the guesswork out of skincare

Genetic traits we test for

A quick and comprehensive DNA skin test using a swab from the 
inside of your cheek is all we need.

Gene mapping science and proprietary algorithms help Yudoyu® 
identify the most suitable ingredients, supplements, and 

treatments based on individual skin DNA profiles.

Exceptional brands that are as unique as you are

Yudoyu® has partnered with innovative brands to o�er the best 
product formulations on the market.

We have the flexibility to evolve our o�erings as new skincare 
science emerges. We are constantly looking for brands that will 

attend to the intricacies of individual skincare needs.

See our current brand o�erings at yudoyu.com.

Yudoyu is passionate about
healthy, happy faces. By focusing on
skin wellness . . . confidence follows.

Our vision is for every person
to be armed with the knowledge

that YOUR unique and interesting
face is beautiful. YUDOYU!

Pigmentation +
Sun Protection

Antioxidant
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Sensitivity

Glycation
(Wrinkling)

Collagen
Breakdown



Why Guess?SPA PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATE PROGRAM

Earn up to 30% commission on DNA Kit sales
and 15% on skin product sales when your customers or followers 
purchase the Yudoyu Skincare Analysis Kit and Brand Partner 
products through yudoyu.com.

You can feel confident o�ering your customers a vital skincare analysis 
service based on their biology and the opportunity to purchase 
innovative, clinically proven products while we:

• Do all the payment processing
• Take care of shipping
• Provide customer service, and
• Allow you to operate on minimal or no product inventory

You receive a competitive 
commission and receive
payment via direct deposit

An amazing opportunity
to grow your network
and business

Customers shop at 
yudoyu.com using 
your unique a�liate code

Yudoyu DNA
training course

Spa Professionals

Shop a wider choice
of products and you
don’t need to hold
your own inventory

Have flexibility to buy
products from you
whenever they like

Receive free shipping
on every order

Your Customers

®



Why Guess?SPA PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATE PROGRAM

Here’s how it works
1.  APPLY to become a Yudoyu Skincare A�liate
 A�liates are able to sell products without holding inventory, make 
 retail sales when your doors are closed, and earn up to 30% 
 commission on DNA kit sales, and 15% on skincare product sales.

2. CREATE AN ACCOUNT
 Once your account is created, you’ll have access to a personalized 
 dashboard. This is where you will find links you can use to promote 
 sales on your social channels. This is also where you will track sales, 
 payments and other program information.

3. START SELLING
 Simply copy the unique links found on your dashboard and add 
 them to your website, emails or social media posts to start selling.

4. GET PAID
 At the end of each 30-day period, we’ll tally your sales and submit
 them for payout. You will receive a direct deposit for the
 commissions accrued within the next 30 days. 

Our Elite Brand Partners

It’s truly that easy! 
Apply at Yudoyu.com/Professional or call 847-340-8307

®

Aavrani
Blüh Alchemy
Circcell
Earth Harbor
Earthwise Beauty

Free + True
Glowbiotics
Plantkos
Simpure
Strange Bird

Tara Naturals
Testament Beauty
The Speak Collective
Versine 
Whish Beauty


